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■What are EPA Care Workers ？

What are EPA Care Workers？
EPA (Economic Partnership Agreement) which started in 2002. Through this
agreement, a system that enable foreigner to acquire the National qualification of
a care worker in Japan was formed. A candidate can come to Japan, undergo
training while working, and aim for qualification of a care worker. With the said
agreement, qualified people from Philippines, Indonesia and Vietnam can come
and work permanently in Japan when obtained the qualification of a care worker.

Hi Everyone I´m

Charina C .Vendiola-Turnip from La Union. I came here
in Japan last May 10, 2010. I took up the National Japanese Licensure Exam
and luckily I passed and I am now a Licensed Caregiver. Every field of work
of course at first I would say is difficult, but by striving hard to achieve your
goals and ambitions in life, I know in the end you will become successful.

Outpatient Rehabilitation

Hi！I’m Sandra Jerusalem Flores, from Caloocan, Philippines. I am a
caregiver candidate. It is my second year working and still continuing my
study in preparation for the upcoming National Licensure Exam. I took up
and passed JLPT N3 last December 2018 and up until now I am enhancing
my fluency in Nihongo. Working while studying is not a big problem when
you have big Dreams.

Inpatients Floor

Hello Everyone! This is Ayako Miyauchi, an EPA
learning supporter. Currently I am supporting two of
the EPA, they both are cheerful, have a good sense
of humor, and are doing all their best in work. They
are treating elderlies and/or handicapped in Japan as
their own family. They are able to provide care with a heart, showing respect

and polite towards others. They love Japan as much as they love their own
country.

